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the finishing processes) : whereas under the gild system (as
here defined) there was no centralized control of the industry
and the workers in each branch retained their independence.
In drawing any inferences from the organization of in-
dustry in Yorkshire it must be remembered that the West
Riding  also  contained  a  class  of  large  clothiers,  whose
position was analogous to that of the West Country clothiers,
as well as a class of worsted makers who conducted their
business on a large scale.    Thus even in Yorkshire the in-
fluence of capital was often considerable.    But, in any case,
Yorkshire was not the only industrial centre of England in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries :   nor was it even
the most important.    England's best markets abroad were
supplied by the West Country and East Anglia, and here
there  existed  a  highly-developed  capitalist  organization.
The Parliamentary Report of 1803 on the woollen industry
in the West of England exhibits a widely different picture
from that of the Report of 1806 on Yorkshire ;   and it de-
serves to be better known.    It demonstrates how the control
of the industry was in the hands of employers who were
not themselves artisans, but who owned the material and
directed the manufacture  at  every stage  of production.
This was the class which for three centuries had controlled
and  dominated the organization of the woollen industry
throughout the West of England.
1 Marshall, Industry and Trade (ed. 1920), 715 seq.
* Cunningham., The Growth of English Industry and Commerce (ed. 1907),
ii. 497 seq.
' I use the term ' gild' stage, because it was under the system of
independent artisans that the mediaeval craft gilds came into existence.
The ' gild ' stage could exist apart from the mediaeval craft gilds ; but
the latter could function only in the ' gild ' stage.
4 English cloth was exported abroad in the twelfth century, when there
existed gilds of weavers, showing that an international market is com-
patible with the gild system.
6 Held, Zwei Bucher zur Socialen Geschichte Englands, applied the term
f Handwerk * (corresponding to my term ' gild system ') to the Yorkshire
system.
(i) Page i, note ia
In commenting upon this passage, a writer has questioned
the existence of a * household' system. But, as E. Heckscher
remarks : " Anybody who believes that a natural economy

